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Abstract: To improve reliability of IP networks against link/node failure, several IP fast reroute schemes have been proposed so far. They proactively compute backup paths and activate them when failure occurs to prevent packets from losing at the failure link/node. However, it is known that network performance considerably degrades in the failure state of IP fast reroute schemes, because congestion hot spots often appear near the failure link/node. In this paper, we propose a reactive load balancing method that can be applied to the major IP fast reroute schemes that covers single failure. Our scheme works when an IP fast reroute scheme is activating its backup paths, and reduces the degradation of network performance due to failure. In our load balancing scheme, with the overhead of a few bit field on packet header, we can largely reduce the performance degradation in the failure state and mostly keep the throughput as it was in the normal state where no failure exists.
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1. Introduction

The Internet has grown as an essential social infrastructure in the world, for which high-level reliability is required. Even a short-time disruption of the network may reflect on significant cost because various indispensable communications depend on this high-speed network. However, when a link or a node failure occurs in an IP network, it is difficult to avoid service disruption for a certain time as long as we deploy a traditional routing protocol such as OSPF [1] and IS-IS [2]. Unfortunately, the frequency of failure is not low enough to be negligible, as Ref. [3] reported.

To augment reliability of IP networks, several IP Fast Reroute (IPFRR) techniques have been proposed [4], [5], [6]. They proactively compute backup paths and activate them when failure occurs to prevent packet loss at the failed links or nodes. Typically, they cover every single link or node failure, so that path disruptions in an IP network can be eliminated in every single link or node failure scenario. These IPFRR schemes complement the network performance during the failure state, i.e., during the time period until the failure is recovered.

However, with IPFRR schemes, it is known that using backup paths in face of failure brings congestion on links around failure that degrades the performance of the network [7]. Even if the network resources may be insufficient in failure state, it is strongly desired to reduce the degradation level of network performance.

In this paper, we propose a reactive load balancing method that works in the failure state of IPFRR schemes. Namely, the proposed method tries to reduce the degradation of network performance in the time period in which IPFRR is activating its backup paths. When a congestion occurs around the failure, our method utilizes unused backup paths of the employed IPFRR scheme to make a part of traffic escape from the congestion. With this two-level rerouting, we make use of unused resources of the network around failure to reduce degradation of network performance.

Through traffic simulation, we show that the network throughput in case of failure is significantly improved to be a comparable level to the normal state where failure is not present. Note that this proposal is the first load-balancing method that works over full-coverage IPFRR schemes, which covers every single link or node failure, such as NotVia and FIFR.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe several major IPFRR schemes that cover single failure, and present several existing approaches for load balancing over IP networks as well as over IPFRR schemes. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method in detail, and give the results of our traffic simulation in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the work in Section 5.

2. Load Balancing in IP Fast Reroute Schemes

2.1 IP Fast Rerouting and Their Modeling

To augment reliability of IP networks against failure, many IP fast reroute (IPFRR) schemes have been proposed. We first describe the literature of IPFRR schemes as an underlying technology of the proposed method.

IPFRR is a scheme that proactively computes backup paths to prevent packet loss due to failure. In IPFRR, if a router detects the failure of the next-hop link (or node), the backup paths are immediately activated to forwards packets, instead of forwarding them to the failed components. In the early days of IPFRR studies, simple methods such as LFA (Loop-Free Alternate) were...
proposed[19]. They proactively prepare alternative next-hops to forward packets when the primary next-hop is unavailable due to failure. However, because every backup path is 1-hop long, they cannot cover every single link or node failure.

Currently, one of the well-agreed goals of IPFRR is to cover a single link/node failure with low overhead. Several schemes that achieved single-failure coverage are proposed so far. One of the major approaches for such IPFRR schemes is the tunneling approach such as NotVia[5], [8], [9]. NotVia computes a tunnel in advance for every single-failure scenario i.e., for protection against single-node failure, so that every node has its tunnel that reaches the next-next-hop node on the shortest path without visiting the next-hop failure node. When a packet meets failure, the packet is encapsulated and is forwarded into the tunnel to bypass the failed component.

Another major approach is the two-table approach, in which the secondary routing table is proactively computed to be activated in case of failure. FIFR (Failure Inferencing based Fast Rerouting)[4], [10] would be the representative proposal in this approach, which covers every single link/node failure scenario. In FIFR, routers infer failure according to the in-coming network interfaces of packets, i.e., if a packet for a destination arrives from an unusual interface, the packet is forwarded using the secondary routing table to avoid the failure node. To improve the computational cost of FIFR, Xi et al., proposed a time-efficient algorithm to compute the secondary routing table[11].

As an extension of the two-table approach, SBR (Single Backup-table Rerouting) was proposed[6], [12], [13]. SBR, which covers single link/node failure scenarios, achieved to prevent packet loops in case of multiple-failure to improve reliability of networks by utilizing a 2-bit field on packet header.

In this paper, we present an integrated model that accounts for most of those IPFRR schemes that covers single link/node failure, in order to propose a general method that can be applied to many IPFRR schemes. In this model, (i) we first assume that every node uses a shortest-path based algorithm to compute the primary routing table, and (ii) every node has a backup path to forward packets without visiting the next-hop link or node. Also, (iii) the traveling paths of packets in these schemes can be splitted into three sections as shown in Fig. 1. Namely, the first section is the path along the shortest path that is used by the packets that have not met failure, the second section is the path along the backup routing configuration that is used after packets meet failure, and the third section is the path along the shortest path that the packets escaped from the second section use to reach their destination. We call those three sections as normal, backup, and finish sections, respectively.

We hereafter assume this integrated model rather than treating each individual IPFRR scheme in order to propose a general framework of load balancing for IPFRR schemes.

Note that, MRC (Multiple Routing Configuration)[30] is also known as an IPFRR scheme that covers any single link or node failure. However, the framework of MRC is far capable than our IPFRR model so that it is not involved in our study. MRC computes multiple trees over the network, and consequently each node has multiple next-hops for a single destination. MRC potentially is more capable than NotVia, FIFR, and SBR that are included in our model, in exchange for its heavy overhead. Due to its capability, it is reported that MRC has good load-balancing performance in presence of failure[31]. However, as is mentioned here, MRC requires too heavy overhead for practical use.

2.2 Related Work on Load Balancing in IP Networks

Several load balancing methods have been proposed for shortest-path based IP networks, which is independent of IP fast reroute schemes. We first introduce these load balancing methods because they are deeply related to the load balancing mechanisms over IP fast reroute schemes.

For instance, Antić et al., proposed TPR (Two Phase Routing)[14], which distributes traffic into several paths using intermediate nodes, i.e., TPR once forwards packets to some intermediate nodes using IP tunnels and then forwards them to their destinations using normal shortest paths. Mishra et al., proposed S-OSPF (Smart-OSPF)[15], in which the source node of a flow distributes traffic to its neighbor nodes to balance traffic load among those neighbors, i.e., among the shortest paths that start from the neighbors to the destination. They work effectively with relatively low overhead. However, in case of failure under IPFRR schemes, they do not work well immediately because they have to decide the ratio of traffic to distribute among several possible paths, based on the measured traffic load given as the demand matrix of the network. Namely, when a failure occurs, they first have to measure the traffic load over the network, and then compute the optimal distribution ratio. This process naturally brings considerable delay before these load balancing schemes work, even though IPFRR schemes achieve recovery from failure as quick as 50 msec.

There is a few load balancing method that works in the failure state of IPFRR schemes. They introduce mechanisms similar to TPR[14] and S-OSPF[15] into the failure state of IPFRR schemes. Ho et al., proposed a new IPFRR scheme that incorporates load balancing function, in which packets are distributed to several intermediate nodes using IP tunnels when a flow meets failure[18]. Wang et al., presented a load-balanced IPFRR scheme based on LFA, which distributes traffic over multiple alternative next-hops in face of failure[17]. Because they distribute traffic among multiple backup paths, they require optimization processes to control traffic distribution over multiple backup paths, resulting in the heavy computational load and the delay that is required to obtain a traffic demand matrix. Another drawback of these methods is that they cannot cover even a single link or node failure, because they are based on relatively simple IPFRR strategies such as naive tunneling or LFA.
With full-coverage IPFRR schemes that cover any single link or node failure such as NotVia, FIFR, and SBR, few load balancing mechanisms have been proposed. Arai et al. proposed a load balancing method to utilize backup paths of IPFRR not only in the failure state, but also in the normal state to provide a load balancing function [29]. They distribute traffic into both the primary and the backup next-hops at each node, in which an optimized distribution ratio of traffic is applied at each node so as to minimize the maximum congestion ratio over the network.

As another approach, Hara et al. also proposed a method for load balancing in the normal state of IPFRR schemes [16]. Different from [29], they basically use the shortest-path-based routing unless traffic load exceeds the capacity in some links because network operators usually manage their networks using shortest-path based routing. Not to change the usual operation as less frequent as possible, they use backup paths only in face of congestions.

In their scheme, every node monitors congestions through observation of the output queue lengths, and when a congestion is detected in the primary link, packets are rerouted into the corresponding backup path. Note that the rerouted packets may cause other congestion. If a congestion caused by rerouting packets invokes another rerouting of packets, this endless chain of rerouting leads harmful confusion over the network. To prevent this, the rerouted packets are given less priority than the original (unrerouted) packets, and they are dropped by priority in face of congestion. This method enables us to utilize backup paths effectively in the normal state. However, their load balancing mechanism does not work in the failure state because backup paths are occupied to protect routes against failure and are not available for load balancing.

In the current state of the art, no load balancing method that works in the failure state in full-coverage IPFRR schemes has been proposed. In the full-coverage schemes, only one backup path for a destination is generally available against any single link or node failure. Thus, instead of the optimization process that controls traffic distribution among several backup paths, we require a new mechanism to distribute traffic within the limited number of backup paths.

In this paper, we propose a load balancing method for full-coverage IPFRR schemes. Our method is the first proposal to provide a load-balancing function during the failure state in full-coverage IPFRR schemes. In our method, in face of failure, we not only repair the failed paths using the corresponding backup paths, but also we reduce congestions caused by the rerouted traffic, by using the backup paths whose start nodes are on the backup paths that the rerouted packets travel. Our method provides a load balancing function over the limited number of backup paths without any optimization processes.

2.3 Base Load Balancing Scheme over IPFRR Schemes

In this section, we give an in-depth description of the load balancing scheme of Hara et al. [16] since the method that we propose in this paper is an extension of their method.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, packets in IPFRR schemes travel through the three sections of the forwarding paths. In Ref. [16], they utilize a 2-bit field in the packet header to mark packets so as to distinguish the sections in which they are belonging to. We call this mark the state of packets, and the states corresponding to the three sections of backup paths are called as normal, backup, and finish states.

For the mechanism of Ref. [16], see Fig. 2. When a packet of normal state meets congestion at router 1, it is forwarded into the backup section with its state changed to backup state. To detect congestion at router 1, the router watches the length of the output queues: if the queue length for the primary next-hop interface is longer than threshold $T_1$, the router detects the congestion, and enqueue the packet into the queue of the backup interface (See Fig. 3 (a) for the behavior of router 1.). When a packet of backup state reaches the end of the backup section (at router 5 in Fig. 2), the state is changed to finish state and the packet is forwarded along the shortest path to reach its destination.

As we mentioned in Section 2.2, the packets forwarded into the backup section may cause other congestions. To prevent the harmful influence of this rerouting chain, their scheme gives less priority to the backup-state packets to make them dropped as soon as they meet a congestion again. For the specific mechanism, see Fig. 3 (b). When the backup-state packets reach Router 3, if the queue length for the backup-path interface, which connects to Router 4, is longer than threshold $T_2$ (less than $T_1$), the backup-state packets are silently dropped because of their less priority. It is shown in Ref. [16] that, due to this priority control, their scheme scarcely reduces the performance of the original flows (i.e., flows that are not rerouted) in both delay and throughput even in a high-
load network.

In multipath load balancing schemes, we have to be careful to prevent loops of packets. In this scheme, if we allow reroutes for finish-state packets (i.e., if we allow packets to be rerouted more than once), it may cause routing loops in case of multiple congestions or failures. To prevent these harmful loops, we should prohibit reroutes of finish-state packets, or, as is proposed in Ref. [16], we may limit the number of reroutes that a packet can experience.

### 3. Load Balancing Method for Failure State

#### 3.1 Basic Idea

We propose a reactive load balancing method that works in the failure state of IPFRR. As base IPFRR schemes, we assume the integrated model of IPFRRs described in Section 2.1 and Fig. 1. Therefore, the proposed method works over most of the full-coverage IPFRR schemes including NotVia, FIFR, and SBR. In this model, we assume that every node has a single backup path for each destination to forward packets without using the next-hop node (or link) along the shortest path. Note that, in our model, no further backup path is available for the packets in a backup section, because they are travelling with the backup (i.e., secondary) routing configurations and the third routing configuration does not exist in our model.

Our method is designed as an extension of the mechanism of Ref. [16]. Our basic idea is to allow secondary rerouting of packets to reduce congestion caused by the rerouting packets coming from failure. Similar to Ref. [16], our concept is to provide a load-balancing function in the failure state of IPFRR while preserving usual network behavior of the shortest-path-based IP routing unless congestion does not present. In other words, our method adds a load-balancing function to existing IPFRR schemes without changing the forwarding paths of the original routing paths as long as possible, so that network operators have less cost to employ the method. In the failure state, the IPFRR scheme forwards packets into the backup paths at the failure point to avoid the failed node or link. Note that these packets that are forwarded into backup paths may invoke another congestion. Only if such congestion occurs in the backup paths, our mechanism works; it uses backup paths again at the congested point to reduce packets going into the congestion. Here, our idea to reduce the congestion is to change the forwarding paths of the packets that do not use the failed component but travel around the failure.

The idea of this two-level rerouting is illustrated in Fig. 4. Assume that the failure of link (1, 2) occurs and accordingly that the packets in the flows that primary next-hop is node 2 (such as flow 1 in Fig. 4) are forwarded into the backup section at node 1 using the mechanism of IPFRR. Also assume that the rerouted packets arrive at node 3 and link (3, 4) is congested as a result. (Note that there may be more than one congested links such as (3, 4) because more than one flows may reroute packets due to the failure.) With the conventional method [16], the rerouted packets are likely to be dropped with high probability because the rerouted packets are given less priority. This leads the result that only a limited part of rerouted packets can be saved by IPFRR, which degrades the network performance in the failure state.

In contrast, our method adds the mechanism of two-level rerouting that achieves load-balancing function in the scheme. Our method allows node 3 in Fig. 4 to reroute a part of packets in other flows (such as flow 2) that has been using the congested link (3, 4) as their primary paths. This secondary rerouting makes room on link (3, 4) for the rerouted packets of flow 1 that come from router 1, which shrinks the congestion on link (3, 4). Note that the secondary rerouted flows like flow 2 may have different destinations as flow 1. So, if another link (1, 3) or (4, 5) is congested, we would find the flows (like flow 2) that can shrink the congestion by rerouting a part of their packets at node 1 or 4, respectively. That is to say, we utilize the resources of the secondary backup paths to reduce the degradation of network throughput that is caused by the congestion coming from the rerouted flows in the failure state.

Note that we do not allow the third reroutes, in order to prevent the harmful chain of congestion. This is because reroutes of packets include both benefits and risks over the performance in communications; if we allow higher-level reroutes (i.e., more than secondary reroutes), then the throughput may be improved by utilizing the backup paths of larger number of nodes, while the redundant rerouted traffic that may degrade communication quality increases in the wider area of the network. Because we regard it important to clarify the benefit of the proposed method with the most elementary condition, we in this paper examine the two-level case first. Consequently, we give less priority to the secondary rerouted traffic (e.g., packets in flow 2 rerouted at node 3 in Fig. 4) in the same way as Ref. [16] to have them immediately dropped on the congested link (6, 7), to prevent effecting on flow 3, which uses link (6, 7) in its primary path.

#### 3.2 State Transitions

In the conventional scheme [16], they use three states (i.e., normal, backup, and finish) of packets to perform priority processing of packets. In our scheme, because we have to distinguish the primary rerouted packets from the secondary ones, we introduce another state: when a packet is rerouted due to failure (i.e., the first-level rerouting is invoked at router 1 in Fig. 4), the packet state changes to backup state. In addition, when a packet of normal state is rerouted due to the followed congestion, (i.e., the second-level rerouting invoked at router 3 in Fig. 4), the packet...
state changes to secondary state.

Note that we in this paper do not distinguish the backup section of the rerouting path from the finish section; both sections in the first-level reroute correspond to the backup state, and those in the second-level correspond to the secondary state. This is because, as described in Section 2.3, the role of the finish section in Ref. [16] is to limit the number of reroutes that a packet experiences. This function plays an important role when we deploy a load balancing function in the practical scenes, however, to simplify the description of our scheme in this paper, we do not refer to this function hereafter. Namely, we regard that the backup section and the finish section correspond to the same state.

3.3 Packet Priority Control

In our scheme we give each packet a proper priority to prevent the harmful congestion chains as well as to take the fairness among flows into account.

We first point out that, at the congestion link that caused by failure (e.g., link (3, 4) in Fig. 4), the original flows and the rerouted flows should be treated equally. It is because failure should be concealed from users in IPFRR schemes, and consequently those flows should be fairly processed. Thus, we apply the rule of $T_1$ threshold instead of $T_2$ (as described in Section 2.3 and Fig. 3 (b)) to both the normal- and backup-state packets. It means that the drop probability of normal and backup packets (i.e., the normal flow-2 packets and the backup flow-1 packets at node 3 in Fig. 4) is the same in the congested link.

In contrast, we have to prevent the rerouting chain that causes harmful congestion so that we limit reroutes within two levels. Specifically, at the congested link that is caused by the first-level rerouting (e.g., link (6, 7) in Fig. 4), we apply the rule of $T_2$ threshold into secondary-state packets to drop them immediately when they meet another congestion.

The formal packet forwarding rule is shown in Table 1. This table shows the behavior of routers when a packet comes in, under every possible conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>normal: $l_{bp} \geq T_1$</td>
<td>backup path to secondary state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backup: $l_{bp} \geq T_1$</td>
<td>backup path to backup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary: $l_{bp} \geq T_2$</td>
<td>backup path to secondary state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $l_{bp}$: queue length for primary path, $l_{bp}$: queue length for backup path

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Scenario

We evaluate the proposed method using the ns-2 simulator [20]. As a base IPFRR scheme, we chose a link protection scheme SBR-LP (Single Backup-table Rerouting - Link Protection) [13] because SBR-LP is convenient to cooperate with the proposed load balancing method in that it utilizes a 2-bit field on the packet header. Note that SBR-LP provides backup paths against every single link failure, where the algorithm to compute backup paths is similar to Ref. [11]. We implemented SBR-LP and the proposed method over SBR-LP on ns-2.

In our evaluation, we designed two scenarios in which two different types of topologies are used. In scenario 1, we use randomly generated topologies that model the Internet. In scenario 2, we use topologies of real networks retrieved from a public database.

We first describe scenario 1. The topologies used are random networks of Waxman [21] model topology generated by topology generator BRITE [22], where the number of nodes is 30 and that of links is 60. The bandwidth of every link is 1.0 Mbps and its transmission delay is 1 msec. Note that, although the link speed is extremely low compared to the practical networks, we can estimate the throughput of high-speed networks because the performance is in proportion of link speed. We generate CBR (Constant Bit Rate) flows randomly, i.e., we select a source and a destination node randomly from the network. The packet size is 1 Kbytes and the transmission rate of every flow is 200 Kbps. The output queue size is as large as 50 packets. Threshold $T_1$ and $T_2$ is set at 10% and 100% of the queue capacity, respectively. We vary the number of flows generated between 20 and 150 with intervals of 5. For each case of flow numbers, we performed 30 trials of the simulation; we use 5 different random topologies with 6 different random seeds and compute the average of them. Note that the number of generated flows is relatively small compared to the number of node pairs in the network. As is often seen in the practical scenes, our scenario simulates the situation where traffic amount varies among node pairs, by generating only dominant flows randomly in the networks. The overview of simulation settings in scenario 1 are shown in Table 2.

On the other hand, in scenario 2, evaluation is done through simulations using real network topologies. We used five topolo-
gies, Telstra, EBONE, Tiscali, Exodus, and Abovenet, obtained from topology database site Rocketfuel [23]. We set the bandwidth of every link to be in inverse proportion to its weight. Specifically, the link bandwidth is set to 5/weight Mbps. Flows are generated in the configuration similar to scenario 1. The transmission rate of every flow is 200 kbps. The packet size is 1 Kbytes and the output queue size is as large as 50 packets. Threshold $T_1$ and $T_2$ are set at 10% and 100% of the queue capacity, respectively. We vary the number of flows generated between 50 and 150 with interval of 10. For each case of flow numbers, we performed 12 trials of the simulation with different random seeds. The overview of the simulation settings in scenario 2 is shown in Table 3.

In both scenarios 1 and 2, we measure the performance in case of single link failure. For this purpose, we generated flows at 1 second from start, and made a single link failure randomly 5 seconds later. We measured the throughput of two 4-second periods in both before and after the failure occurs; the measurement is done in the time period between 2–6 seconds from start as the performance of the normal state, and in the time period between 7–11 seconds from start as that of the failure state. Note that, we did not measure the throughput of all flows: we measured the throughput of the flows that are affected by the failure. Specifically, we define the affected flows as the flows whose packets are rerouted by the proposed scheme in the failure state, and measured the throughput of them to compare the performance of two schemes.

### Table 2 Simulation settings in random networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topology</td>
<td>Waxman Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Nodes</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Links</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Bandwidth</td>
<td>1.0 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Delay</td>
<td>1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Type</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of a Flow</td>
<td>200 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>1 kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Queue size</td>
<td>50 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold $T_1$</td>
<td>10% of queue size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold $T_2$</td>
<td>100% of queue size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| #flows   | 20–150                 

### Table 3 Simulation settings in rocketfuel networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISP Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telstra</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBORN</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiscali</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exodus</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abovenet</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Nodes</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Links</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Bandwidth</td>
<td>5/weight Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Delay</td>
<td>Obtained from Rocketfuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Type</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of a Flow</td>
<td>200 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>1 kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Queue size</td>
<td>50 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold $T_1$</td>
<td>10% of queue size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold $T_2$</td>
<td>100% of queue size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| #flows   | 50–150                 

4.2 Results

#### 4.2.1 Random Topology Scenarios

We describe the result of scenario 1. Figure 5 shows the average throughput of the affected flows for each case of flow numbers in the failure state. The throughput is shown as the ratio compared to the throughput in the normal state, i.e., 100% means the same throughput as the normal state. Although the throughput of the conventional method (i.e., SBR-LP) decreases as the flow number increases, the throughput of the proposed method keeps the same level. Note that in several cases the throughput of the proposed method in the failure state is larger than the normal state, i.e., it exceeds 100% in Fig. 5. This is because the proposed method can reduce the level of the congestion that had been occurring in the normal state, because the secondary reroutes work only when failure occurs due to the mechanism described in Section 3.4.

Figure 6 indicates the average link occupancy of each case of flow numbers in the normal state, and Fig. 7 shows the ratio of rerouted flows, i.e., the ratio of the flows that did not experience reroutes, that experienced reroutes caused by failure, and that ex-
experienced reroutes caused by congestion, in the failure state of the proposed scheme. These figures show that the flows rerouted due to congestion increase as the link occupancy grows, and accordingly the difference of throughput between the conventional and the proposed schemes grows larger. Also, note that the average link usage is less than 50% throughout the evaluation. It indicates that, although networks are usually designed with adequate margin in link capacity, congestion may occur in the failure state and the proposed method works effectively in such situation.

Figure 8 shows the time series of throughput measured with 0.2 second interval, in a typical case of the 150-flow scenarios. As the figure shows, the throughput of SBR-LP degrades immediately when failure occurs, while the proposed method keeps the same level of throughput. It shows that the throughput of the proposed method in a few second just after failure is a little lower than the following several seconds. This is caused by the queuing delay that rapidly increases when failure occurs due to the congestion on the backup paths. Although the effect of the queuing delay is kept in a few second in this scenario, the queuing delay in practice will shrink significantly as the link speed is far larger than that. Note that in this period of time the throughput also fluctuates a little larger than usual. This is because several backup paths work even under a single failure, and each backup path has different queuing delays.

Figure 9 shows the ratio of drop packets of the affected flows in the same scenario. Although there are several exceptions, most flows reduce the drop packet ratio compared to SBR-LP. This is the gain brought from the secondary rerouting.

### 4.2.2 Real Topology Scenarios

We describe the result of scenario 2. Figures 10–14 show the throughput of the affected flows in the failure state in each of five topologies. Same as Fig. 5, these figures show the ratio of the throughput in the failure state compared to the normal state. Throughput of the proposed method is higher than SBR-LP in all topologies. These results show that the proposed method is also effective in the real topology. On the other hand, the performance of both SBR-LP and the proposed method is quite different in different networks. Although we could not find any relation between topology characteristics and the performance, the results show the range of performance under variations of network topologies.

In both SBR-LP and the proposed method, there are the cases where the throughput after failure exceeds the throughput before failure. In SBR-LP, such a case occurs when the rerouting packets reduce the traffic in the shortest paths, and consequently reduce congestion in these paths. In the proposed method, this tendency goes greater than SBR-LP. This is because the secondary rerouting in the proposed method often reduces the congestion that has been occurring before failure.

### 4.3 Discussion

We proposed a load balancing method for the failure state of IPFRR schemes. In the state where packets are rerouted by IPFRR against failure, the proposed method further reroutes packets at the congested points that are caused by the rerouted packets, using the detour paths of IPFRR schemes to shrink the congestion. Through the evaluation, we confirmed that the proposed method reduces the congestion that occurs in the backup paths, and prevents the degradation of throughput performance in case of a single failure.

Note that, although the proposed method shrinks the congestion that occurs on backup paths using secondary rerouting, the proposed method compels flows that are not directly affected by link failure to reroute. Thus, the proposed method may cause larger jitter and packet reordering, which may degrade communication quality.

Through the simulations, we have shown that the throughput in the failure state is as large as, or more than that of the normal state with the proposed method. Throughput is actually the...
most important criterion to measure network performance, and so
the proposed method is proved to be effective to improve the net-
work performance. However, the degradation of communication
quality from the viewpoint of jitter and packet reordering is not
negligible.

For this kind of quality degradation, several methods that re-
duce the harmful influence of packet reordering have been pro-
posed in the literature. In general, in this area of research, the
granularity of load distribution has been discussed as one of the
essential tradeoff issues; if we distribute traffic in the per-packet
fashion, the effect of reordering goes significant, and if we do it
with larger granularity, the load balancing performance degrades.
One of the major methods to reduce the effects of reordering is
to use the granularity of flows instead of that of packets, using a
hash function [24], [25]. Several studies provide more sophisti-
cated packet manipulations for traffic distribution that are robust
against packet reordering [26], [27]. New TCP protocols to en-
dure packet reordering are also presented [28]. One of the future
tasks is to apply them to the proposed method, and evaluate the
performance against packet reordering.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed a reactive load balancing scheme
to reduce degradation of network performance in the failure state
of IPFRR schemes. Our scheme works over most of the major
IPFRR schemes that cover single failure, and reuses their backup
paths reactively to distribute traffic into wider area of networks
around the failure component. Therefore, it requires small over-
head of packet marking compared to the existing load balancing
techniques that instead requires the overhead of estimating traffic
matrix. The evaluation using a network simulator clarified that
we can achieve at least the same level of the throughput as the
normal state even in the failure state.

One of the problems in this scheme would be the problem
of packet reordering. If a traditional TCP is used with the
proposed method, the packet reordering degrades the through-
put of flows, which reduce the effect of the proposed method.
Accordingly, one of the future tasks is to apply existing tech-
niques [26], [27], [28] that reduce the harmful influence of packet
reordering, and to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method against packet reordering. One of the essential tasks for
the future is to grasp the level of harmful influence of packet
reordering in comparison with the good aspect of the proposed
method over throughput.
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